“DAILY ELECTIVE PROGRAM FOR 2017”
“We know that Staten Island Day Camp campers thrive within our diverse
and innovative program, but we go the extra mile letting them choose
their own daily adventure!”


Our, “Daily Program” distinguishes us from any other Camp Program in Staten Island. Campers choose from
several different electives, enabling them to customize and enjoy their daily schedule by participating in
activities that they have a passion for learning and enjoying.



Daily Elective periods are offered for our campers age seven and older. Our program continues to grow along
with our campers, as each age level enjoys age appropriate instruction in order to satisfy campers’ growing
sense of independence and exploration.



Our electives highlight our camp’s core activities in Sports, Creative Arts,”Invention” and Technology. The
following elective clinics are featured at Staten Island Day Camp!
BASKETBALL, DIGITAL MEDIA/PHOTOGRAPHY, SOCCER, HIP HOP, FLAG FOOTBALL,
SOFTBALL/BASEBELL, CREATIVE ARTS, FASHION, AND CAMP INVENTION.



Our campers will be able to express themselves and make their own decisions. By choosing their own daily
adventures they feel empowered, build confidence, and discover hidden talents. Elective clinics are designed
to offer campers specialized instruction in activities that truly inspire them. This choice-based programming
gives campers the opportunity to enjoy their favorite activities and try out new experiences. Campers make all
choices while in camp with the assistance of our counselors and their group mates. No matter what they
choose, it is sure to be a fun-filled adventure!

Creativity Goes Into Overdrive at SIDC’s Camp Invention Clinic!
Did you know
that the Popsicle, ear muffs, and the trampoline were all invented by kids? With
that said...
SIDC feels the summer is a great time to foster some “out of the box inspiration.
Camp Invention
is an exciting weekly clinic adventure that immerses
campers to
cooperatively take on physical and mental challenges in
a high energy
way. Campers receive inspiration through a host of both
traditional and
untraditional supplies from the “camp tinker lab” as
their inventive
spirit is guided by the SIDC Director Design Squad.
This clinic will be based on the some of the principles of the Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM) project. Using everyday materials and products such as newspaper, paper
cups, cookies, pencils, straws, spaghetti as well as many others, campers will design and “engineer” a creative and
purposeful structure such as a bucket tower, a straw roller coaster and bridge,
The Camp Invention Elective will run one day per week for approximately one hour.

